
ELEVATE YOUR PROJECTS WITH 
PROPERTY BROKERS AUSTRALIA

WWW.PROPERTYBROKERSAUS.COM.AU 

At Property Brokers Australia, we don’t just sell properties - we create 
market leaders. Specialising in connecting premier developments with 
discerning pre-qualified buyers, our team champions a network that 
thrives on exceptional real estate opportunities.



Our approach is meticulously crafted to highlight the unique features of your 
development, ensuring it captures the attention it deserves. With over 8,000 
organically grown clients in our database, we offer unparalleled exposure to a 
curated audience looking for top-tier investment properties and homes to occupy.

• Strategic Exposure: We deploy targeted marketing campaigns that enhance 
visibility and spark interest among potential buyers.

• Deep Market Insights: Our industry expertise allows us to position your 
project effectively in today’s competitive landscape.

TAILORED MARKETING EXCELLENCE
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Lenard Oberman is the Principal of Property Brokers Australia, bringing his 
extensive experience in business and real estate to lead our team. His effective 
marketing and negotiation strategies are a testament to his deep understanding 
of the industry. Lenard’s guiding principle, “Success without endeavour, integrity, 
and authenticity is temporary,” reflects his commitment to ethical business 
practices and building genuine relationships.

Ellyse Gosling, a seasoned sales agent with a strong background in digital 
marketing, brings over a decade of experience in the real estate sector. Her 
commitment to client satisfaction and her innovative approach to marketing are 
key to making properties stand out in the digital realm. Ellyse ensures that every 
listing not only gains attention but captivates potential buyers and sellers in a 
competitive market.

Felicity Agius, originally a senior paralegal in property legislation, now excels as a 
sales agent and contracts manager at Property Brokers Australia. Her knowledge 
in real estate law and contract management provides a solid foundation for her 
work, ensuring that each transaction is handled with precision and care. Felicity 
is dedicated to offering personal attention to every client, aiming for outcomes 
that are both successful and satisfying.

Lenard Oberman
A Proven Leader with a Diverse Background in Business and Real Estate

Ellyse Gosling
Sales Agent and Leading Digital Marketing Strategist in Real Estate

Felicity Agius
Exceptional Expertise in Property Sales, Legislation, and Contract Management

MEET YOUR 
MARKETING SPECIALISTS
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Contact us today and let us show you how we can maximise 
the potential of your developments.

PH: 1300 836 838 EMAIL: principal@propertybrokersaus.com MOBILE: 0434 420 751

LET’S BUILD SUCCESS TOGETHER

UNLEASH MARKET 
POTENTIAL WITH AN 
EXPERT PARTNERSHIP
Partner with us and experience the benefits of expert representation. Join 
the ranks of builders and developers who have elevated their projects and 
achieved remarkable success with Property Brokers Australia.

PROPERTYBROKERSAUS.COM.AU

@property_brokers_aust@propertybrokersaus @propertybrokersaus

https://www.instagram.com/property_brokers_aust
https://www.facebook.com/propertybrokersaus
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4tbEhK0CsCAcRZ1nCV_H2g

